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About Our School

Title I School
~ 63-67%

Students: 308-330/ year
Magnet enrollment: open to all LAUSD,
and Marine Science loving students

Educators & Staff: 44
Annual Numbers Served: 1,500  

400 students/ teachers/ volunteers
daily



Our campus has three
underutilized green spaces. 

Lawn

 

The Secret
Garden

 

Small Garden

 

Afterschool play
Ocassional P.E. class
Family picnics

Current usage:

Privacy 
Sound
Seating

Barriers to regular use:



This grant would allow us 
to address these barriers by

providing the following
solutions. 

Lawn

 

The Secret
Garden

 

Small Garden

 

Increase privacy of students using the
spaces
Increase educators comfort using the
space with their classes
Decrease concerns related to sound
pollution
Provide seating



Luginbuhl (2023) reported the following benefits associated with
outdoor learning:

 increased physical movement
sensory and tactile experiences
the use of problem-solving skills, the joy of discovery
 an increased interest in science.

Benefits of Outdoor Education



Outdoor and environmental education (OEE) has  significant
physical, emotional, and cognitive benefits (Dean, 2023).

K-12 teachers reported : 
 a navigation of shared agency
 a harmony between freedom and structure
 a contextualization of integrated learning
 a collective joy and wonder.

 increased physical movement, sensory and tactile experiences, the
use of problem-solving skills, the joy of discovery, and an increased
interest in science.

Benefits of Outdoor Learning



Thank you for 
your

consideration!

questions or thoughts?
contact: erinMnakamura@gmail.com
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